Introducing the HAVEN bed

Beds by George has a long standing reputation in the safety bed market of providing high quality sleep solutions for the special needs and disabled community.

The HAVEN bed expands our product offering to provide a softer side than our rigid side beds while maintain a safe sleeping environment.

- Fabric covering is removable and washable.
- Transfer height as low as 14 inches for fixed deck.
- Available decks: fixed, manual adjust
- The unit is mesh with nylon reinforcement stretched over a heavy duty tubular aluminum frame.
- Metal frame is bolted to corner posts.
- Approximately 50 inches interior height
- Mesh is white, fabric border comes in several colors
- Padded sleeves cover metal frame
- Fabric can be tightened AND done so without disassembling the bed.
- Fabric has moisture resistant coating for easy cleaning
- Mattress sizes 36x76 and 36x80
- Medicaid and FDA approved

This is a complete unit, the enclosure cannot be added to another bed.

Suggested HCPCS: E1399
*we reserve the right to change specs without notice

Mesh Choices

Standard

Heavy Duty (HD)

Fabric Colors

Polyester - Urethane Coated
Washable, mildew and water repellent

availability of color is not guaranteed
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White
Grape
Beige
Black
Royal Blue
Hot Pink
Red
Ivory
Backwoods Camo
Navy Blue
Forest Green
Silver Gray

Note: larger holes (1/4" dia) may not be suitable for tiny fingers

Ask your medical support team if HAVEN is right for you.  www.bedsbygeorge.com